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I'D LIKE TO START BY SAYING THANK YOU to Dawn Hawkins and the rest of the National Center on Sexual Exploitation (NCOSE) staff. It is an honor to be given an opportunity to join you in what I believe to be a cause of utmost importance. And thank you to all members of Congress and staff for being in attendance today.

My hope today is to provide you with the answer to a very important question. But before I do that I need to warn you in advance that the details to the answer will be graphic and blunt.

The question is what impact is porn having on our youth?

In 2011, Phillip Zimbardo gave a TED talk titled “The Demise of Guys?”: In this video he pointed out that a growing number of young guys are losing their motivation, and ability to be sexually intimate with partners. He suggested that this is the result of excess Internet use, specifically porn. However, he wasn’t the first to suggest this.

In 2007, psychiatrist Norman Doidge published his New York Times best-selling book The Brain That Changes Itself. In it, he dedicated an entire chapter to sexuality and described a new phenomenon brought on by an increase in access to pornographic videos via the Internet. Here, he describes what he was seeing:

During the mid- to late 1990s, when the Internet was growing rapidly and pornography was exploding on it, I treated or assessed a number of men who all had essentially the same story. Each had acquired a taste for a kind of pornography that, to a greater or lesser degree, troubled or even disgusted him, had a disturbing effect on the pattern of his sexual excitement, and ultimately affected his relationships and sexual potency.  

---

Unfortunately, what Doidge was describing was just the tip of the iceberg. I know Doidge and Zimbardo were right, because what they were describing happened to me.

Let me share with you for a few minutes what it was like for me growing up with porn.

I was first exposed to porn around the age of eight. I was playing with some neighborhood friends and we found a *Playboy* magazine. At age 10 my family got cable TV, and I would stay up late at night watching soft-core porn while my parents thought I was sleeping.

The real game changer happened when I was around 12. My family got high-speed Internet. Within days, I was watching hardcore porn. I would ride my bike home from school as fast as I could and watch porn for a couple hours before my parents got home. By the time I was out of middle school, I had seen just about every genre of porn there was. I wasn’t the only kid doing this. Kids at school would often exchange pieces of paper with tips on where to find it and how to hide it from our parents.

The high school I went to was one of the first schools in America to give all students their own laptop. The first thing the guys did was figure out how we could play video games. The second thing we did was figure out how we could watch porn. There were several occasions my friends and I watched porn together in class. Now, the reason I’m telling you this is to paint you a picture of how prevalent porn use was among my friends and me, and how it was a normal part of teen culture.

In retrospect, it is clear that pornography was affecting our behavior, how we viewed and treated our peers, and our sexuality. I became sexually active at the age of 14, and that is when my battle between pixels on a screen and my sex drive for real life partners began. Through high school and into college, the impact porn was having on me worsened. Ultimately, it led to a time when I was 23 and I wanted to have sex with a beautiful girl, whom I found extremely attractive; but, when we went to have sex, I couldn’t. I felt no arousal, emotion, or excitement.

Now I was a young, otherwise healthy guy and I had no clue what could possibly be wrong with me, so I did what anyone would do. I got on Google. I typed in “young guy erection problem” and what I found through searching for answers completely blew my mind. I stumbled upon forums all over the Internet with thousands and thousands of guys my age or even younger all saying the same thing. They used Internet porn for several years and eventually got to a place where they could not function with partners. These guys all had one thing in common: years of porn use.

Long story short, I decided to quit. Quitting wasn’t easy, but one thing that helped me along my recovery was getting educated on the neuroscience behind addiction, the neuroscience behind sexual conditioning, and how pornography can alter the sexual templates in our brains.

There are now forums with hundreds of thousands of young guys, from all walks of life, who are quitting porn for mental and physical health reasons. I saw a
need to point these young people to helpful information, so I started my own recovery community called Reboot Nation. It has grown to 10,000 members (mostly young guys) in just three years.

Recent research has documented a sharp rise in youthful sexual dysfunction over the last 15 years. A 2016 paper featuring several U.S. Navy urologists and psychiatrists pointed out that studies assessing erectile dysfunction (ED) in young men aged 18-40 from 2002 and before reported ED rates of 2-5%. But multiple studies assessing young male dysfunction since 2010 report ED rates around 30%. The Navy paper also included case studies of sailors who recovered from sexual dysfunction by removing their pornography use.³

So, to answer the question of what porn is doing to young men and boys, let’s take a look at the most common effects guys report:

- **Anorgasmia and Delayed Ejaculation:** It becomes extremely difficult, if not impossible to orgasm with a partner. Many guys report having to fantasize about porn or masturbate while with a partner to climax.⁴

- **Erectile Dysfunction:** You can get an erection for porn but not for a real person. In severe cases you can lose the ability to get an erection to porn. Unfortunately, sexual dysfunctions are usually the only things that catch a young guy’s attention.⁵

- **Brain Fog, Concentration Problems:** Nothing else in the world seems interesting to you, you find it difficult to focus.⁶

- **Increased Social Anxiety:** Increasingly uncomfortable in social situations.⁷

- **Declining Interest in Real Partners:** This happens primarily subconsciously. Sexual triggers now make you crave porn, and not connection with a real person.⁸

- **Morphing Pornography Tastes:** Over time, what used to arouse you no longer does the trick. You escalate into more shocking or extreme material, or switch to something new for the novelty to achieve arousal.

In 2012, approximately 1,500 guys on a porn recovery forum were asked if their tastes in pornography had changed with continued use.⁹ Fifty-six percent reported that their porn tastes had become “increasingly extreme or deviant.” Twenty-four

⁴ Ibid.
⁵ Ibid.
percent were bothered by this; 32% were not. It’s important to see that a majority of the guys who escalated had no shame because a lot of skeptics will tell you that only people with shame around their porn use develop problems. That’s not true.

The following quote from psychiatrist Norman Doidge helps us understand how sexual tastes can change: “The content of what [patients] found exciting changed as the websites introduced themes and scripts that altered their brains without their awareness. Because plasticity is competitive, the brain maps for new, exciting images increased at the expense of what had previously attracted them.”

A 2014 study of heterosexual 16-18 year olds asked about anal sex. The researchers stated, “Anal hetero-sex often appeared to be painful, risky, and coercive, particularly for women. Interviewees frequently cited pornography as the ‘explanation’ for anal sex [emphasis added].

I want to point out some very important and revealing quotes from the study.

One of the young girls interviewed simply said, “Obviously people do enjoy it if they do it.” But from the results of this study we know a main reason these teenagers are having anal sex is because they’ve seen actors pretending to enjoy it, not because they enjoy it. Let’s look closely at another quote from a teenage boy that was interviewed, “I think that the boy enjoys it. I think it’s definitely the boy that pushes for it from watching porn and stuff, they wanna try it. The girl is scared and thinks it’s weird, and then they try it because the boyfriend wants them to. They normally don’t enjoy it because they’re scared and I, I know that like with anal, if you’re not willing, you don’t relax” [emphasis added].

So what is happening? Young people are coercing or manipulating their partners into doing things they are scared to do, or don’t enjoy doing, because they have been conditioned by porn to believe it is pleasurable.

In reality, what we have is a public health crisis. The widespread use of porn is causing problems emotionally, mentally, and physically. This isn’t just affecting the user but the entire relationship dynamic and what young couples think is normal.

I did a search for suicide on a pornography recovery site a few months ago, and I got 26 pages of results of young men contemplating killing themselves. I’ve had a 12-year-old reach out to me for help after I spoke to his youth group because he wants to stop watching bestiality porn but doesn’t know how to stop. I’ve had a grown man in his fifties come up to me after a talk at a conference, with tears running down his face, sobbing, because he’s been addicted to porn for 20 years. And I’ve had parents call me, with desperation in their voices, because they’ve found their children, some as young as 8-years-old, watching hardcore, abusive pornography, and they have no idea how to block it on their devices. This is a serious issue.

But I want to end on a positive note. There is hope.
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The good news is we have thousands of success stories piling up daily, mine being one of them. People are not just regaining their sexual function, but also their motivation and zest for life. When I first gave up porn it was only so I could get my sexual function back. However, after recovering and becoming educated on how porn had influenced me, I now have more compassion and motivation. I see women as humans to be loved and respected, not as objects to be used as masturbatory aids. So, what can we do? I think the first step is to raise awareness. We need to get this information out to the public so that everyone can make informed decisions.

The best way to do that, in my opinion, is through education about how porn can impact the brain. I believe sex education should include an understanding of the brain’s reward circuit, and the effects of overstimulation. I stayed away from hard drugs as a kid because I knew of the potential negative effects, but I had no idea porn could have a negative physiological impact.

Lastly, we have to do a better job protecting children from being exposed to pornography and having such easy access to it. I believe mandatory filtering software on minors’ Internet accessible devices would be a good step toward that.

This is a pivotal moment in human history, where technology has drastically changed the environment our children are growing up in. It doesn’t matter what political party you are a part of, or whether you’re religious or not. I’m pleading with you today to come together in a bipartisan effort, and take action to ensure the future health and wellbeing of our nation’s youth.
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